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The seabed reflection coefficient is a fundamental property of the ocean waveguide. Measurements
of the frequency and angular dependence of the reflection coefficient can provide information about
the geoacoustic properties of the seabed or can be used as an input to propagation models. The
uncertainty of the measurements must be known in order to determine prediction uncertainties for
the acoustic field and/or the geoacoustic properties. Analysis indicates that the reflection
measurements have a standard deviation from60.5–1 dB at full angular resolution depending on
frequency and experiment geometry. The dominant contribution to the error is source amplitude
variability, and a new processing approach was developed that reduces the error for frequencies
above a few hundred Hz. Further reduction in the uncertainty can be obtained by averaging in angle,
for example, a61° angle averaging leads to a standard deviation of less than60.5 dB. Errors in the
angle estimate are a few tenths of a degree from 0–34° grazing angle: the crucial angular range for
predicting long-range propagation or for geoacoustic property inversion. ©2003 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1605388#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Ma, 43.20.El, 43.30.Xm@WLS#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Acoustic interaction with the seafloor often dominat
and controls propagation and reverberation in contine
shelf environments~e.g., Urick, 1970; Jensen and Kuperma
1983; Eller and Gershfeld, 1985!. Despite the availability of
high-fidelity models~e.g., Porter, 1991; Collins, 1993; Wein
berg and Keenan, 1996!, acoustic predictions may have larg
error bars because the seafloor geoacoustic data requir
drive the models have large uncertainties~e.g., Ferla and
Jensen, 2002!. The impact of seabed variability on acous
predictions can be studied by analyzing fundamental acou
measures that control seabed interaction: the seabed re
tion coefficient and scattering strength. These two quantit
in principle, permit study of the seafloor independent
oceanographic variability. In this study, uncertainties ass
ated with the reflection coefficient are examined.

Many existing techniques to estimate shallow-water s
bed properties, or equivalently the seabed reflection co
cient, measure long-range propagation~e.g., Rubano, 1980
Frisk and Lynch, 1984; Beebe and Holland, 1986; Coll
et al., 1992; Chapmanet al., 2001!. These techniques an
similar generally spatially average over km to tens of km
recently developed local measurement technique for refl
tion ~Holland and Osler, 2000! averages over a much small
footprint, ;100 m, permitting the spatial variability in th
vertical and horizontal to be probed at much higher reso
tion. In addition, problems of intermingled geoacoustic va
ability with spatial-temporal oceanographic variability
long-range measurements~e.g., Sideriuset al., 2001! are
greatly diminished because of the short distances and
short time interval over which the local measurements oc

The reflection measurements can be used as ‘‘gro
truth’’ for long-range methods or to extract sediment ge
coustic properties, such as sound speed, attenuation, and

a!Electronic mail: holland-cw@psu.edu
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sity. In both cases, errors associated with the reflection d
are required. The objective of this research is to quantify
uncertainty associated with the direct path reflection te
nique.

Uncertainty or error analysis is important for seve
reasons. First, it is necessary in order to generally inter
the results. For example, if the data are employed to estim
seabed geoacoustic parameters, the uncertainty of the re
tion data must be known in order to predict the uncertainty
the resulting geoacoustics. Second, a careful error ana
can sometimes~as it does here! point to ways in which the
error can be reduced.

In any experiment the total error is a combination of t
random or precision error and the systematic or bias er
The approach to error estimation taken here is two-prong
First, the error is treated analytically and the uncertainty
derived where possible from known and estimated distri
tions of the measurement error. This analysis gives the
dom or precision error. Second, the measurement erro
analyzed experimentally, i.e., by comparing multiple me
surements made at nearly the same location. These
complementary approaches give a consistent picture of
uncertainty in the reflection measurements and roughly c
respond to Secs. III and IV, respectively.

II. THE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

The measurement technique is reviewed first, follow
by pertinent details regarding the data processing. Meas
ments have been conducted at a wide variety of seabed t
in the Mediterranean Sea and the North Atlantic Ocean. M
surements referred to in this paper were conducted on
North Tuscany Shelf, NTS, and the Malta Plateau, MP~see
Fig. 1!.
1861861/13/$19.00 © 2003 Acoustical Society of America
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FIG. 1. Location of measurements employed to examine uncertainty in the reflection loss measurements~a! Italian littoral region, the two sites are marked b
^; ~b! North Tuscany shelf; and~c! Malta Plateau.
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A. Measurement geometry

The measurement geometry was specifically desig
for shallow water, but could also be used in deep water~see
Fig. 2!. A broadband source is towed close to the surfa
typically at a depth of a few tens of cm, and a fixed sing
receiver is placed far enough away from the seabed to
vent interference from the direct- and bottom-reflected pa
One of the challenges in making single bounce reflect
measurements in shallow water is the presence of multip
Towing the source close to the surface has the advantage
the surface-reflected multipaths arrive very close in time
angle and thus do not degrade the ability to associate t
range, and angle. At least two disadvantages of a n
surface source are that the surface is always changing,
that small changes in source depth can have relatively la
impact on source spectrum.

Two geophysical sources have been used in the exp
ments, an EG&G model 265 Uniboom prior to 1999 and
GeoAcoustics model 5813B Geopulse boomer after 1
~see Table I!. The sources are metal plates driven with
high-energy impulsive signal resulting in a beam patt
similar to piston source. Pulse repetition rate was general
pulse per second. Both source trigger and data acquis
were controlled by the same GPS clock to eliminate synch
nization problems. The tow speed is typically about 4 kno

The receiver and acquisition configuration has also v

FIG. 2. Measurement geometry showing the direct and bottom bounce
ray paths along with the associated surface reflections.
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ied over the experiments~see Table I!. Prior to May 1999, a
12-bit A/D converter was used that required manual g
changes as a function of source–receiver offset in orde
avoid clipping of the direct path. Subsequently, a 20-bit A
converter was employed, eliminating the need for g
changes. The data in all experiments were telemetered to
R/V ALLIANCE via radio link. Other details about the exper
ment geometry can be found in Holland and Osler~2000!.

B. Reflection processing

The magnitude of the pressure reflection coefficient c
be defined as

uR~ub , f !u5Upr~x, f !

po~x, f !
U, ~1!

wherepr is the received pressure from the bottom-reflec
path at rangex and po is the received level of a bottom
reflected path atx for a perfectly reflecting half-space~see
Fig. 2 for measurement geometry!. The denominator is writ-
ten as

upo~x, f !u5ups~us , f !ugo , ~2!

whereps is the source pressure amplitude at 1 m from the
source,go is the transmission factor from source to receiv
along the bottom-reflecting path including the effects
spreading, refraction, and absorption, multiple paths~i.e.,
surface path!, and bottom reflection~which for a perfectly
reflecting bottom is unity!. If the source were omnidirec
tional, ps could simply be obtained measuring the press
amplitude of the direct path atfs and correcting it back to
the source. However, since the source is directional, the
rect path amplitude at the same angle must come from
different range,xd

ups~us , f !u5qd~xd , f !gd
21, ~3!

whereqd is the amplitude of the direct path at launch ang
us and heighth. The finite range interval of the measur
ments~approximately 2 m! means that in practiceqd is in-
terpolated rather than measured directly.gd is the transmis-
sion factor from source to receiver along the direct p
th
Charles W. Holland: Seabed reflection measurement uncertainty
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TABLE I. List of reflection experiments with source and receiver characteristics. NTS is the northern Tu
shelf; MP is the Malta Plateau; NJS is the New Jersey Shelf and SS in the Scotian Shelf.El is number of
elements in the receiver string andfs is sampling frequency.

Cruise Location Date Source Receiver

SCARAB97 NTS June 97 EG&G 16 el, 12 bit, f s524 kHz
SCARAB98 MP April 98 EG&G 16 el, 12 bit, f s524 kHz
Boomer99 NTS January 99 GeoAcoustics 4 el, 12 bit, f s548 kHz
Malta99 MP May 99 GeoAcoustics 4 el, 20 bit, f s548 kHz
Geoscat99 NTS October 99 GeoAcoustics 4 el, 20 bit, f s548 kHz
Boundary00 MP April 00 GeoAcoustics 4 el, 20 bit, f s548 kHz
GeoClutter NJS April 01 GeoAcoustics 4 el, 20 bit, f s548 kHz
Boundary01 NJS, SS May 01 GeoAcoustics 4 el, 20 bit, f s548 kHz
Boundary02 MP May 02 GeoAcoustics 4 el, 20 bit, f s548 kHz
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including the effects of spreading, refraction, absorption, a
multipath.

Thus, the expression for the reflection coefficient is

uR~ub , f !u5
upr~x, f !u
qd~xd , f !

gd

go
, ~4!

where the first factor is a ratio of measured and interpola
pressures and the second factor is a ratio of modeled tr
mission factors. It will be convenient to refer to these tw
ratios in the following analysis as the ‘‘pressure ratio’’ a
‘‘transmission ratio,’’ respectively.

III. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

The propagation of errors in the data processing an
the geometric factors that produce uncertainty in angle
computed using a Taylor series expansion around the m
values~Bevington and Robinson, 1992!.

A. Uncertainties associated with transmission factor

The transmission ratio of Eq.~4! has uncertainties asso
ciated with the modeling of the transmission factors for
direct- and the bottom-reflected paths, which are a func
, Vol. 114, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2003 Ch
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of the experiment geometry. The uncertainties in the exp
ment geometry come from uncertainties in source depth,
ceiver depth, water depth, and range. We assume that e
in the model itself~Westwood, 1987! are small with respec
to the errors in the geometry and thus can be neglected.

In the data processing, the transmission ratio is co
puted using the measured ocean sound profile and atte
tion. However, in order to estimate errors, the analysis
simplified using a lossless isovelocity profile, where t
transmission ratio can be written independent of range~or
angle! as

gd

go
5~D2S2h!21

@~D2S1h!21x2#1/2

@11x2~D2S1h!22#1/25
D2S1h

D2S2h
,

~5!

whereD is water depth,S is source depth, andh is receiver
height above the seafloor~see Fig. 2!. The attenuation is
ignored for the error analysis because its contribution
small ~less than 3%! even at the highest frequency, 10 kH
and longest range, 1 km.

Water depth is measured acoustically using a 12-k
fathometer, a swath mapping system, and/or the near-no
has
FIG. 3. Tank measurements of GeoAcoustics boomer at various energy levels~280 and 100 joules! and source depths at normal incidence. Each panel
three pulses.
1863arles W. Holland: Seabed reflection measurement uncertainty



FIG. 4. Energy spectral density source level measurements~d! with polynomial fits~gray line! for various 1/3-octave frequency bands at MP site 7.
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incidence bottom reflection on an array towed near
source. This estimate has a standard deviation of order a
tens of cm. The greater source of error forD occurs because
the source is mounted on a surface-towed catamaran, so
the effective water depth varies with the passing wav
which may be up to of order 1 meter. The variability asso
ated withS, which has a mean depth of 0.35 m, is associa
with the nonconstant drag forces on the catamaran includ
small changes in instantaneous ship speed, wake turbule
unsteady surface currents, and surface waves. It is belie
that instantaneous changes in ship speed and wake ef
dominate the variability inS. Receiver height is measure
onboard before deployment; the length of the Kevlar ro
attached to the sea anchor fixes its height. Receiver he
errors occur because of rope stretching~presumed very smal
for Kevlar!, displacement due to currents, and sinking of
sea anchor into the seabed.

Assuming that the errors in water depth, source de
and receiver height are independent~which seems reasonab
given that the processes that govern them are independ!,
the standard deviation,s t , associated with the transmissio
ratio @Eq. ~5!# can be written

s t5~~sD
2 1sS

2!~12m t!
21sh

2~11m t!
2!1/2

3~mD2mS2mh!21, ~6!

where m t is the mean transmission factor. For reasona
mean and standard deviations (mD5120 m, mS50.35 m,
1864 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2003
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mh515 m, sD51 m, sS50.25 m,sh50.3 m) the resulting
relative errors are less than 1%, or 0.05-dB absolute erro

B. Uncertainties associated with the source level

The pressure ratio of~4! has no uncertainty associate
with the calibration, since the bottom-reflected signal and
direct path signal are influenced by the hydrophone calib
tion and receiving electronics in precisely the same way.

However, the pressure ratio has uncertainty associa
with the source amplitude and is the major contribution
the error budget. The source amplitude variability com
from two factors:~1! inherent variability in the drive voltage
and the source plate response, and~2! nonconstant drag
forces on the catamaran~caused by small changes in sh
speed/direction, wake turbulence, and passing waves!, which
result in variability of the source plate depth and angle fro
ping to ping. Tank measurements of the source show it to
highly repeatable~see Fig. 3!. Therefore, the largest contri
bution to the error is source variability due to motion. Wh
small variations in source plate depth~a few tens of cm!
played a nearly insignificant role for the transmission fact
they can lead to significant variations in amplitude~a few
dB! both because of the sensitivity of plate response to
drostatic pressure and sensitivity of the received pressur
the sea surface multipath.

Figure 4 shows 1/3-octave averaged source meas
ments at various frequencies along with the fitted polyno
Charles W. Holland: Seabed reflection measurement uncertainty



FIG. 5. Residual error~d! associated with polynomial fits of Fig. 3 with standard deviation~gray line! at MP site 7.
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fit-
als. The data have been screened for signal-to-noise r
greater than 6 dB, and outliers~greater than 2s! have been
removed. The residual errors of the polynomial fits a
shown in Fig. 5. Note that the errors appear to be rand
which means that the polynomial fit is appropriate. The d
tribution of the errors is approximately Gaussian. The st
dard deviations of the fits are relatively independent of an
but are dependent upon frequency ranging from a minim
of 0.5 dB at low frequencies to a maximum of 1.4 dB at 50
Hz ~see Fig. 6!. Although these are reasonably typical, t
frequency dependence of the standard deviation varies f
run to run. As a general rule, the standard deviation is p
portional to sea state: the higher the sea state, the large
deviation. Measurements are generally conducted in sea
3 or less. Assuming that the variability at rangesx andxd are
uncorrelated, the standard deviation in the reflection coe
cient ranges from about 1–2 dB, depending on frequenc

C. Source variability normalization

While the errors associated with the data processed
Eq. ~4! are reasonably small, error analysis suggested a n
way to reduce the error associated with source variability
the source variability is predominantly due to amplitude flu
tuations rather than beam-pattern fluctuations~e.g., caused
by source plate tilt!, then the variability can be reduced b
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2003 Ch
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normalizing by the same ping for the direct path as
bottom-reflected path and correcting by the ratios of the
ted average

ups~us , f !u5upd~x, f !u
qd~xd , f !

qd~x, f !
gd

21. ~7!

Now the reflection coefficient becomes

uR~ub , f !u5Upr~x, f !

pd~x, f !
U qd~x, f !

qd~xd , f !

gd

go
, ~8!

FIG. 6. Standard deviation of source level fits: MP site 7~solid!, an example
from a single run in 1998~dotted!, 2000~dashed!, 2002~chain dashed!.
1865arles W. Holland: Seabed reflection measurement uncertainty
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FIG. 7. Results of processing with Eq
~4! ~red! and Eq.~8! ~blue! at MP site
7; note the decrease in the fluctuation
especially above 800 Hz. The sourc
level data are from Fig. 3.
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where the first factor is a ratio of measured pressures for
same ping, so that ping-to-ping amplitude variability is co
pletely normalized. In this form, the variability of the refle
tion coefficient only depends upon the variability in the fitt
source level and thus should be about 0.5–1.5 dB~see Fig.
6!.

The form of Eq. ~8! requires no more computationa
load, and provides a fully normalized reflection coefficie
If there is significant ping-to-ping rotation of the sour
plate, then the errors associated with~8! actually are larger
than~4!. However, for most of the measurements conduc
to date,~8! appears to reduce the error budget. As an
ample, Fig. 7 shows reflection data processed using Eq~4!
and Eq.~8! at MP site 7~same site as Fig. 4!. The fluctua-
tions do appear to be smaller for~8!. In order to obtain the
quantitative difference in the standard deviation, the ex
1866 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2003
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reflection coefficient must be known. That is, the appar
fluctuations in the reflection coefficient could be real, f
example due to resonant interaction between layers, or a
higher frequencies, due to scattering. In order to estimate
change of~8!, we make the assumption that the exact refl
tion coefficient at this site is perfectly smooth. Then, t
standard deviations show that while some of the lower f
quencies are degraded slightly, the midfrequency deviati
are reduced~see Fig. 8!. These standard deviations are
upper bound, given the foregoing assumption.

D. Angle uncertainty and resolution

The first step in determining the angle uncertainty is
determine the uncertainty in range. In the data process
range is estimated by fitting modeled~Westwood, 1987! to
Charles W. Holland: Seabed reflection measurement uncertainty
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measured arrival times, which are obtained by amplitu
thresholding the direct path arrival. Although the measu
sound-speed profile is used in the data processing, an is
locity profile is used to simplify the error analysis. Thu
range,x, and its standard deviation are given by

x5u~ct!22~D2S2h!2u1/2, ~9!

sx5mx
21@mc

2mt
2~st

2mc
21sc

2mt
2!1~mD2mS2mh!2

3~sD
2 1sS

21sh
2!#1/2, ~10!

wherec is sound speed andt is travel time of the direct path
Sound speed is measured generally with a CTD and XB

FIG. 8. Effect of source amplitude normalization; Eq.~4! ~dotted! and Eq.
~8! ~solid!. Bottom angles from 25–90° are included in the statistics.
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reasonable estimate of the standard deviation from these
struments issc50.25 m/s. An estimate of the standard d
viation in the direct arrival isst50.1 ms or about 1 pulse
width ~see Fig. 3!. Assuming the same means and stand
deviations as in Sec. III A, the resulting mean and stand
deviation of the range are shown in Fig. 9. Note that n
normal incidence, there is a bias error in the mean range~9!
and that the standard deviation~10! becomes infinite. Near
normal incidence (x→0), the mean and standard deviatio
can be estimated as

mx50'21/4@mc
2mt

2~st
2mc

21sc
2mt

2!1~mD2mS2mh!2

3~sD
2 1sS

21sh
2!#1/4, ~11!

sx50' 1
2@mc

2mt
2~st

2mc
21sc

2mt
2!1~mD2mS2mh!2

3~sD
2 1sS

21sh
2!#1/4. ~12!

The angle at the seabed,u, and its associated standard dev
tion ~in radians! are given by

u5tan21~~D2S1h!/x!, ~13!

su5mx
21 cos2 mq~sD

2 1sS
21sh

21sx
2 tan2 mq!1/2. ~14!

At normal incidence~i.e., u5p/2) the mean angle and th
standard deviation~13!–~14! have bias errors, but can b
estimated as

mq5p/25tan21~~mD2mS1mh!/mx50!, ~15!

sq5p/25sx50~mD2mS1mh!21. ~16!
FIG. 9. Theoretical~solid!, simulated~dotted line! and approximate~dashed line! solutions for:~a! mean of range estimate, Eq.~9! is solid line, Eq.~11! is
dashed line;~b! standard deviation of range estimate, Eq.~10! is solid line, Eq.~12! is dahsed line;~d! mean of angle estimate, Eq.~15! is dashed line;~e!
standard deviation of angle estimate, Eq.~14! is solid line, Eq.~16! is dashed line. The histograms show simulation results at normal incidence for~c! range
and ~f! angle estimates.
1867arles W. Holland: Seabed reflection measurement uncertainty
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The part of the angular range that is the most crucial
minimizing errors is dictated by where the critical angle
angle of intromission is expected, since these angles con
long-range propagation. Hamilton~1980! indicates that for
unconsolidated sediments on the continental shelf, crit
angles vary from 0–34°. In that range the standard devia
of the angle uncertainty is quite small, from about 0.01–0
At normal incidence, the errors are considerably larger; ho
ever, the increase in errors is mitigated, in part, by the f
that the reflection coefficient itself is often nearly consta
between 70–90°~e.g., Fig. 7!.

The angular resolution~difference in angle between tw
adjacent measurements! is a function of the ship speedn,
pulse repetition rateÃ, and the geometry. Since the pul
repetition rate is constant, the resolutiondu is a function of
angle. For an isovelocity sound-speed profile, the angle r
lution is

dq5nÃmx
21 cos2 mq~~mD2mS1mh!/mx!. ~17!

Given typical parameters,n52 m/s andÃ51 pulse per s,
with the geometry as above, the angular resolution is
than 1°~see Fig. 10!.

E. Absolute position uncertainty

A reflection experiment yields four measuremen
around the fixed receiver, typically two aligned with th
bathymetric contours~i.e., an incoming and an outgoing!,
and two perpendicular. The region of the bottom that
sampled by each measurement depends on water d
sound-speed profile, and receiver depth, but generally ra
from about 70–150 m in length. The uncertainty of the a
solute position of each measurement is due to uncertaint
the location of the fixed receiver and location of the sour

The location of the receiver is determined by a lea
squares fit to echolocation data. Transponders operatin
9–11 kHz mounted on the hull of the ship and on the fix
hydrophone string a few meters above the bottom prov
the echolocation data. A typical echolocation run consists
an ‘‘x’’ pattern, attempting to place the center of the ‘‘x’’ a
close as possible to the location of the drop position of
array. The least-squares fit to a model assuming straight
ray paths gives fits of62–7 m depending on how close th
estimated drop position was to the actual hydrophone p

FIG. 10. Typical angular resolution of the reflection measurements.
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tion. In addition, there is a62–3-m uncertainty in the dif-
ferential GPS~DGPS! estimate, so that the receiver positio
is generally known to within63–8 m. The isovelocity ap-
proximation for the echolocation data is reasonable since
transponder data are generally at grazing angles greater
about 30 deg.

The source is towed from a crane. The position unc
tainty of the source relative to the ship is about62 m, and
with the DGPS uncertainty of62–3 m, the overall source
position accuracy is about64 m. Since range is estimate
acoustically and is more precise than the positions,
source position standard deviation,ssp , is less than that of
the receiver, the source position and the range is use
estimate absolute position. The standard deviation of the
solute position is

sL5~ssp
2 1~sD

2 1sS
2!tan22 u

1su
2~mD2mS!2 sin24 u!1/2. ~18!

The absolute positional uncertainty should be considere
light of the size of the region on the seabed illuminated
the acoustic field. The radii of the first Fresnel zone~see Fig.
11! are useful metrics for estimating that size. In Fig. 11, t
larger radius of the Fresnel ellipse was used~in the plane of
the source–receiver!. Note that the positional errors are o
the same order or smaller than the Fresnel zone radius ex
at high frequencies and high angles.

F. Other errors

There is another potential source of error that may c
tribute to the reflection coefficient related to assumptions
herent in the measurement and data processing. It is imp
itly assumed that the bathymetry, sediment layer geome
and sound velocity profile are independent of space~several
hundred meters! and time~5–10 min! during the measure
ment. Bathymetry and normal incidence seismic reflect
data are always collected and analyzed to ensure that the
two assumptions are met. Generally a conductivit
temperature–depth~CTD! cast is taken before the exper
ment commences and an expendable bathythermog
~XBT! is collected during the actual measurement evolut
near the hydrophone position. The temperature data from

FIG. 11. Absolute position error~solid line! for a source, receiver 120 an
15 m above the seabed, respectively, and the Fresnel zone radius 30
~dashed!, 1000 Hz~dotted!, and 3000 Hz~chain dashed!.
Charles W. Holland: Seabed reflection measurement uncertainty



FIG. 12. NTS site 2~a! array position,
for 1997~1!, 1999~3!, and reflection
loss tracks 1997~solid!, 1999~dashed!
with bathymetry contour;~b! sound-
speed profiles for June 1997~solid!,
January 1999~dashed!.
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XBT cast with the salinity data from the CTD are employ
to represent the sound-speed structure over the minutes
hundreds of meters of the experiment. If sound-speed v
ability exists within this time/space scale, the effect wou
probably be a small shift in grazing angles.

IV. OBSERVED UNCERTAINTY

Multiple reflection loss measurements in the same a
provide the opportunity to analyze the uncertainty from
measurement standpoint. Since the measurements are
ducted under varying conditions, it is desirable to define
what sense the measurements are repeated.

Coleman and Steele~1999! draw a useful distinction be
tween the words ‘‘repetition’’ and ‘‘replication’’ of measure
ments that is adopted here. Replication implies that the m
surements are repeated in a particular fashion. Zeroth-o
replication means that the measurements are repeated
identical instrumentation and perfectly constant experime
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2003 Ch
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conditions. Only changes inherent in the source–rece
over time-space contribute to variation in the results. Fir
order replication means repetition with identical instrume
tation but with variation in the experimental conditions,
that the observed variability in the data would be a com
nation of variability of the instrumentation and the cond
tions.Nth-order replication is when both the instrumentati
and the experimental conditions change. By complet
changing both the instrumentation and the experimental c
ditions,nth-order replication permits an estimate of the to
error.

In the suite of reflection measurements~Table I!, there
are never instances of pure replication of any order, i
where the same seabed is measured multiple times. Ther
instances, however, when nearly the same portion is m
sured multiple times. For example, seismic reflection d
often indicate that the seabed on the ingoing and outgo
legs has a similar character. This roughly corresponds to
t
FIG. 13. Measured reflection loss a
NTS site 2: south leg June 1997~1!,
north leg June 1997~s!, south leg
January 1999~3!.
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h
FIG. 14. NTS site 2 mean and standard deviation of the reflection loss difference: between south and north legs June 1997~1!; south leg June 1997, and sout
leg January 1999~3!.
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first-order replication, where the source and receiver
identical, but with the passage of time between the exp
ments, the conditions~e.g., sound-speed profile! are allowed
to vary. Actually, though the source itself is the same
tween the incoming and outgoing legs, the source chara
istics change measurably because of an inherent tilt in
source plate, so it could be argued that this replication isnth
order. Another replication is where the source and rece
are completely different, and the sound-speed profile is c
pletely different. This roughly corresponds to thenth-order
replication. In both cases the observed variance will be
outer bound because the region of sampled seabe
~slightly! different.

In order to determine if the replication results were
function of seabed type, repeated measurements were
lyzed in two very distinct seabed environments: Site 2
150-m water depth in the North Tuscan shelf in the north
Tyrrhenian Sea~silty-clay host with random thin shelly lay
ers!, and site 7 in 107-m water depth on the Malta Plate
Straits of Sicily ~fine sand over limestone; see Fig. 1 f
locations!.

A. North Tuscany observations

Multiple measurements at site 2 permit comparison
reflection results under various conditions. During t
SCARAB97 experiment in June 1997, measurements w
conducted on a nearly N–S track. Data from the southern
1870 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2003
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~i.e., south of the array position! were analyzed and reporte
in Holland and Osler~2000!. Since seismic reflection dat
show that the layering structure changes little over the no
ern leg, data from the two legs can be compared. In addit
measurements were made in the Boomer99 experimen
January 1999 with the receive array 10067 m north of the
1997 array position@see Fig. 12~a!#. The source and receive
depths in 1997 were 0.35 and 138 m, and in January 1
0.11 and 136 m. The source used in the 1997 experiment
an EG&G model 265 Uniboom and in 1999 a GeoAcoust
Uniboom with higher source level, but the shallower to
depth meant higher source level variability.

These three data sets provide the opportunity to exam
the uncertainty~including the variability! over quite different
experimental conditions; the sound-speed profiles for the
seasons are shown in Fig. 12~b!. The reflection data in Fig
13 show strong similarities. A statistical comparison was p
formed by forming the difference between data sets~after
interpolation! and computing the mean and standard dev
tion of the difference~see Fig. 14!. The mean of the data
difference indicates whether or not there is a bias; the s
dard deviation gives an indication of the variance betwe
the data sets. Frequently, at low angles, the data rapidly
cillate in angular increments that are at or below the unc
tainty of the measurements. Out-of-phase oscillations
produce very large variances; this effect was reduced by
FIG. 15. Comparison of three data sets at 630 Hz for the~a! first peak and~b! first minima.
Charles W. Holland: Seabed reflection measurement uncertainty



FIG. 16. MP site 7 comparison of reflection loss: south leg~red! and north leg~blue!.
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forming the statistics on data greater than 25°.
The mean difference between the 1997 measurem

(Dsn) is about 1 dB or less~Fig. 14!, with the greatest dif-
ference being at the highest frequencies. The mean differe
between the 1997 and the 1999 (Dss) measurements is als
less than 1 dB.Dsn is somewhat smaller thanDss below 2
kHz but larger above 2 kHz. The reason for this is unknow
but is probably related to the fact that the signal-to-no
ratio of the northern path was considerably smaller than
for the incoming. The important point of this figure is th
the measurements are repeatable within 1 dB or less
there is no apparent consistent bias in the measurement

The angle error inherent in the measurement predicte
Eq. ~14! can be compared against the measurements by
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2003 Ch
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amining the angular offset between maxima~or minima! in
the reflection data. The 1997 data were processed wi
decimation factor of 3~1 pulse every 3 s!; the 1999 data have
a decimation of 4 s. For a strict comparison, the decimat
should be equal and as low as possible; however, even
data as they are permit an upper bound estimate of the e
In order to try and minimize possible differences due to s
tial variability ~the measurements sampled different parts
the seabed, of order 100 m apart!, the lowest frequency, 630
Hz, is used for this comparison.

At 630 Hz, the first peak and minima are convenie
points at which to compare the angles from the various
periments. A plot of the resulting first peak angle and fi
minima is shown in Fig. 15. The theory@Eq. ~14!# indicates
1871arles W. Holland: Seabed reflection measurement uncertainty



FIG. 17. MP site 7 mean and standard deviation of the reflection loss difference between the south and north legs.
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that at 25°, the standard deviationsu50.15° for the first
peak, the observedsu50.12°. For the reflection loss mini
mum at about 32°, the theory indicates asu50.18° and the
observedsu50.22°. Thus, the predicted angle errors se
to be quite reasonable. The site specific parameters use
the predictions were:mD5150 m, mS50.35 m, mh513 m,
sD51 m, sS50.25 m, sh50.3 m, sc50.25 m/s, andst

50.1 ms.
The data can also be used to compare the uncertain

the peak levels; however, this is a rather stringent test gi
that the amplitude of a narrow peak will not be well es
mated for various sampling intervals as is the case here. N
ertheless, a comparison is useful as a guide; the stan
deviation of the peaks at 25° and 32° are 0.6 and 0.5
respectively, which are well within the estimated stand
deviation.

B. Malta Plateau observations

Multiple reflection experiments at site 7 permit compa
son at a different location. These experiments were c
ducted during Boundary2000 in May 2000. A combination
the source~GeoAcoustics Uniboomer! and the seabed type
thick sand over consolidated limestone, allowed a comp
son over a broader frequency band than possible on the n
Tuscany shelf. Figure 16 shows the reflection measurem
for the southern and northern legs of the experiment. T
agreement is generally good, although there are some c
differences that are believed to be due to slight difference
sediment fabric. Even including the variability due to se
ment inhomogeneity, the mean difference between the
runs is quite small~Fig. 17!, less than 1 dB.

V. REDUCING UNCERTAINTY

Although the uncertainty in the reflection data is mode
there are several ways in which the variance could be fur
reduced: by averaging in angle or by modifying the sour

A. Reducing uncertainty by averaging

Given that resolution can be traded for variance~e.g.,
Menke, 1989!, averaging over angle space can be done
reduce the variance. As an example, the source level da
site 7 were reprocessed with a61° sliding window. The
1872 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2003
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resulting standard deviation, compared with the full angu
resolution~see Fig. 18! is significantly reduced to;0.1–0.5
dB.

The advantage of decreased variance may or may
offset the loss in resolution depending on the particular pr
lem. However, given the very high resolution in angle, es
cially at low angles~see Fig. 10!, angle averaging should
provide a useful reduction in variance for many situatio
Some situations suggest a strategy of a variable window s
i.e., a window that is a function of angle. For example,
obtaining geoacoustic properties in fine-grained sedime
~see Holland, 2002! a low variance near 90° with a hig
angle resolution near the angle of intromission~in that case
15°! would yield the highest precision in the resulting velo
ity and density estimates. That could be easily accomplis
with a large window size near 90° and a small~or zero!
window near the angle of intromission. Obtaining hig
precision velocity and density estimates from sandy se
ments~with a critical angle! suggests a similar strategy.

B. Reducing uncertainty by modifying the source

Another way to reduce the variance would be to use
omnidirectional source, which would eliminate sensitivity
source rotation. Practically speaking this is difficult, since
large bandwidth is desirable. A sparker source was inve

FIG. 18. Reduction in variance achieved by angle averaging: no angle
eraging~dotted line! and61-deg angle averaging~solid line!.
Charles W. Holland: Seabed reflection measurement uncertainty
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gated, which has a more omnidirectional beam pattern,
the source amplitude variability was much larger than tha
the Boomer.

Yet another way to diminish the errors would be to to
the source at a much greater depth. In an experiment plan
in 2004, the source will be mounted on an autonomous
dersea vehicle~AUV ! and flown a few tens of meters abov
the bottom. In addition to eliminating the uncertainties due
the air–sea interface, the deep-tow geometry will subs
tially reduce the time required for multiple measurements

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Error analysis of the reflection measurements has sh
that standard deviations are typically60.5–1 dB at full an-
gular resolution. Averaging in angle can reduce that subs
tially, for example61° angle averaging leads to a standa
deviation of60.1–0.5 dB. Specific error estimates depe
upon frequency, geometry, and location. The dominant c
tribution to the error is source amplitude variability, and
new processing approach was developed that reduces th
ror for frequencies above a few hundred Hz.

Errors in the angle estimate are a few tenths of a deg
below 35 deg, which is the crucial angular range for pred
ing long-range propagation or inverting for geoacous
properties. The largest contribution to the error in the an
estimates comes from wave motion that induces variab
in source height. Absolute position errors of the measu
ments are about 3–8 m.
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